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executive confidence
regarding earnings
management.
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A uditors have become the focus of several recent academic studies.
The academy has centered its lens on auditors who examine
financially distressed companies and on auditor-client negotiations.

New research also examines executive overconfidence as a cause of earn-
ings mismanagement. This article summarizes the findings and obser-
vations from recently published research in prominent accounting and
finance journals.

THE IMPACT OF INDUSTRY
SPECIALIZATION ON AUDITOR
JUDGMENT
Users of financial statements consider
going-concern opinions a forewarning of

potential bankruptcy. Yet, according to sev-
eral studies, fewer than 50% of companies
receive this warning prior to filing for
bankruptcy.

Research published by Liesbeth
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Editor's note: This article is part of a series that samples accounting research and dis-

tills key findings for busy practitioners and preparers. The summaries explain the im-

plications of a wide range of research and ^ve CPAs an opportunity to apply results to

their day-to-day activities. Readers interested in more detail should read the full text of

each article to explore the expanded literature, hypotheses, research processes, statisti-

cal analyses, supporting theories, and conclusions.

Bruynseels, W Robert Knechel, and Mar-
ken Willekens continues the debate about
the likelihood that a soon-to-be-bankrupt
company will receive a going-concern re-
port. Their research, published in the Feb-
ruary 2011 issue oíAudiüng: Ajournai of
Pracüce & Theory, explores how industry
specialization and audit methods affect an
auditor in evaluating the mitigating actions
taken by management of financially dis-
tressed companies.

The article, "Auditor Differentiation,
Mitigating Management Actions, and
Audit-Reporting Accuracy for Distressed

Firms," provides insightful observations
related to auditors' industry expertise and
their approach when evaluating audit ev-
idence.

The research examined 148 companies
that filed for bankruptcy protection be-
tween 1999 and 2002 and that exhibited
prior indications of financial distress, such
as negative retained earnings, negative op-
erating cash flow, or negative net income.
The companies were from 18 industrial
classifications within manufacturing. The
study reveals that an auditor with indus-
try specialization would be more likely
than a nonindustry specialist to issue a
going-concern opinion. Industry special-
ization was defined as a firm having more
than 25% of the market share within a spe-
cific manufacturing industry. Further, the
research shows that a client who initiates

ny's serious financial difficulties. The re-
search also underscores the importance for
auditors to focus on longer-term strategic
management initiatives when evaluating
the financial distress of a company, rather
than shorter-term initiatives that provide
only temporary relief from the problems.

AUDITOR-CLIENT
NEGOTIATIONS
Researchers frequently study auditor-client
relationships. The negotiation process is an
area of particular importance in these in-
teractions. Whether the issue is deter-
mining the appropriate application of
GAAP, a proposed audit adjustment, or the
audit opinion itself, the auditor's persua-
siveness affects not only the financial re-
porting process, but also the overall rela-
tionship between auditor and client.

The authors confirm previous research on the
importance of auditor industry speciahzation.

strategies to temporarily improve per-
formance, such as raising short-term cash,
is less likely to receive a going-concern
opinion from both the specialist and the
nonspecialist auditor.

The authors confirm previous research
on the importance of auditor industry spe-
cialization. Further, their results show that
when confronted with a company facing
financial distress, auditors should apply
caution when management takes short-
term operating initiatives. The research in-
dicates that an auditor's interpretation of
short-term, focused operating initiatives
can easily lead someone to miss a compa-

"The Relative Effectiveness of Persua-
sion Tactics in Auditor-Client Negotia-
tions," an article by Stephen Perreault and
Thomas Kida, published in the November
2011 edition of Accounting, Organizations
and Society, centered on the effectiveness
of different types of persuasive communi-
cation.

The authors, recognizing the dual role
of an auditor to attest to the fair presenta-
tion of the financial statements while main-
taining strong client relations, build on
prior research addressing this conflicting
responsibility. The study examines a vari-
ety of communication styles to determine
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the most persuasive tactic for auditor-client
negotiations.

The research was conducted through a
simulation given at a management train-
ing conference. The authors selected 147
experienced management executives to
complete a computer-based simulation.

The simulation involved an auditor-
client negotiation concerning the calcula-
tion of estimated product warranty ex-
pense. Participants were to assume they
were acting as the controller of a compa-
ny that had just been informed by an au-
ditor that its warranty expense estimation
needed upward adjustment. Eour persua-
sive argument strategies were presented to
the participants to determine the most ef-

a loss of credibility. Use of the warning for
an independent technical review or a qual-
ity-control review was found to be less ef-
fective.

The article includes an appendix con-
taining specific persuasive-argument and
communication style suggestions that could
be useful in auditor-client negotiations. Eor
example, during a position negotiation, the
authors recommend phrases such as: "I def-
initely respect your opinion on this issue.
However ..." or "I believe it is in your best
interest if you record ..."

The appendix also includes examples
of what would be perceived by the client
as a more contentious communication
style, which, according to the research.

Once on the slippery slope of fraudulent reporting,
earnings management became more aggressive,

eventually leading to SEC sanctions.

fective method of communication: (1) au-
ditor threat of a possible qualified opinion;
(2) auditor warning of a review by the
audit firm's quality-control department;
(3) auditor warning of an independent re-
view by a technical partner; or (4) an ex-
planation that the auditor's recommenda-
tion was consistent with the way other
companies handled a similar issue.

Participants' reactions were then ex-
amined to determine which communica-
tion style resulted m greater concessions.

Results of this study provide insight
into how auditors can increase the effec-
tiveness of persuasive communication
used in client negotiations. As might be ex-
pected, a supportive—as opposed to con-
tentious—communication style is recom-
mended to increase cooperation, the study
shows. The research also reveals that the
most effective method involved describing
how other companies handled similar ac-
counting issues.

Threatening to qualify the audit opin-
ion was effective as well, although the re-
searchers cautioned against this method,
as failure to follow through could result in

could result in fewer client compromises.
The article recommends auditor training
in persuasion tactics to provide more de-
sirable conclusions to auditor-client ne-
gotiations.

EXECUTIVE OVERCONEIDENCE
AND EARNINGS MANAGEMENT
Corporate executives are the focus of "Ex-
ecutive Overconfidence and the Slippery
Slope to Einancial Misreporting," a study
by Catherine M. Schrand and Sarah L.C.
Zechman (Journal of Accounting & Eco-
nomics, Eebruary-April 2012).

The study examines the SEC's Ac-
counting and Auditing Enforcement Re-
leases (AAERs) for 49 sanctioned compa-
nies to determine the attitudes and
rationalizations behind the misreporting.
Companies with highly publicized fraud,
such as Tyco, Enron, and HealthSouth,
were included in the study. Schrand and
Zechman statistically analyzed the finan-
cial trends and characteristics of the com-
panies and matched them against compa-
rable companies with no misreporting, to
provide insight into why companies mis-

state earnings.
The authors classified violators into two

categories based on an analysis of the SEC's
allegations contained in the AAERs, as
well as the level of criminal penalties as-
sessed against the companies. One-fourth
of the cases appeared to involve a moti-
vation for personal gain, such as the in-
tent to deceive or defraud. Violations in
these companies included fictitious rev-
enue, hidden debt, and account manip-
ulation—activities that generally started
during years of relatively poor perform-
ance. These companies were motivated to
continue fraudulent reporting, even after
performance improved, to increase per-
sonal wealth through increased compen-
sation, according to the SEC's enforce-
ment releases.

Executives in three-fourths of the cases
maintained what the authors considered
an "optimistic bias" or "unrealistic positive
belief about the outcome of a situation.
Misreporting in these companies began
with the intention to adjust for a weak per-
formance period that was presumed to be
temporary, according to evidence found in
the SEC's evidence enforcement releases.
Misstated earnings often began with an
overly optimistic or unrealistic accounting
judgment and were typically uninten-
tional. Any intentional misstatements for
these executives generally started small.

"Optimistic bias" executives main-
tained an attitude that the misreporting
would be a one-time event and that future
corporate earnings would cover or reverse
the misstatement, according to the au-
thors. These executives became en-
trenched in the misreporting when their
company's poor performance did not im-
prove. Once on the slippery slope of fraud-
ulent reporting, earnings management be-
came more aggressive, eventually leading
to SEC sanctions.

Other trends the research revealed in-
clude:

• Executives exhibiting optimistic
bias had less performance-based pay,
similar to prior research revealing
that managers who have less per-
formance-based pay have a tendency
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to be more overconfident. These ex-

ecutives were involved in a mis-

statement, even though there was no

potential compensation increase as-

sociated with increased earnings.

• Overconfident executives have a ten-

dency to hire more new employees

during periods of declining earn-

ings, again pointing to a more opti-

mistic outlook.

• Corporate governance executive

monitoring showed no significant

difference; companies with no SEC

violations had monitoring systems

similar to those sanctioned for their

earnings management.

Previous studies have shown overcon-

fidence to be a positive and desirable trait

associated with an executive's perform-

ance. However, other prior research also

documented an increase in distorted in-

vesting and financing decisions associat-

ed with overconfident executives.

Given the positive attributes of over-

confidence in corporate executives, when

such attitudes are observed, auditors might

be advised to modify their risk assessment

with a corresponding adjustment in the

nature, timing, and extent of audit proce-

dures to lessen the risk of financial misre-

porting. Schrand and Zechman suggest

that overconfident executives be more

closely monitored by boards of directors

and other corporate governance measures,

asking the question, "[Ils the cost of bet-

ter monitoring higher than the expected

benefits from mitigating the risk of misre-

porting?" •
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